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AGENDA ITEH 46 (continued) 

IMPLEI'iilll'JTATION OF THE DECLAiATION ON THE STRENGTHENING OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY: 

(a) NON-INTERFERENCE IN TlE INTERlTAL AFFAIRS OF STATES : 

(b) IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JECLARATIOi\T 

Mr. ENDREFFY (Hunsary): The Government and people of Hungary consider 

it their historical task of the highest order to build an advanced soc st 

society. The nost importarr~ international condition for that pursuit lies in 

the strengthening of intern2tional peace and security and in the expansion and 

development of internationaL co~operation. Accordingly, my country has a 

specific national interest in the consolidation of international peace and 

security. It was in this that in 1970 my Government 1-relcomed the adoption 

of the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, and this is 

at the heart of all its actions today, taken both individually and coliectively 

with the countries of the socialist community, to promote the implementation of 

the principles and tasl\.s se·:; forth in that Declaration. 

~Te believe that the co:1tinuing validity and relevance of those principles 

and tasks are convincingly :Iemonstrated by developments in recent years, all 

the more so since a d·~al more remains to be done to make headway in their 

implenentation. This is an additional reason why we deem it useful for the 

General Assembly to keep un·ler constant review the inplenentation of the 

provisions of the Declarati•)n. 

year has bee:1 full of uncertainty, tension and conflict:; 

reads the first sentence of the report of the Secretary-~General on the vrork of the 

Organization,(A/34/1, po 1). I thinl-c vre all may agree that the same can be said 

of the current year too. The sentence ,just quoted is a c:mdensedexpression 

of problems like the persistence of old, and even the emergence of nevr, focal 

points of international cri3is~ desperate efforts to save the last remnants of 

the colonial system; mass violations of human rights, including the cy of 

apartheid; the continuation of the arms race, and growing problems of the world 
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economy, to mention but a fevl. To complete the picture we must add such 

positive developments as the accession to independence by several countries 

and their entry to United Nations membership during the last fev 

years; the failure of a great-Power hegemonistic aggression against a 

long~suffering country; the overthrow of repressive dictatorial regimes 

various countries; the continuing expansion of international co· ·Operation 

a number of fields, and hopeful prospects opened for the future by an important 

development in the disarmament effort - the signing of SALT II. It is in view 

of the positive changes ln the international balance of forces that, despite 

some negative features, my Government continues to regard detente as being 

the dominant trend in international relations while recogniz that, owing to 

increasing activity of the reactionary forces, the process of detente is 

moving forvmrd under a more difficult and more complex set of circumstances. 

The Hungarian People 1 s c, together with the countries of the 

socialist community, considers it as an extremely important task to strengthen, 

broaden and deepen the process of detente. It is with this end in view 

that my country is its bilateral relations and lendinr, its support 

to any such initiative, both in the United Nations and in other international 

bodies. It was not accider:.tal, therefore that -,,e -vrelcomed and supported 

the proposal on the drafting of a universal treaty on the non-use of force 

in international relations, the adoption of the Declaration on the Deepening 

and Consolidation of International Detente and the adoption of the 

Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace. 

Hungary, as a European socialist country, has a particular interest in 

the strengthening of peace and security and in the expansion of co-operation 

in Europe. vie note with satisfaction the significant broadening of political 

relations among the States signatories of the Final Act and the growth of 

co-operation in almost all fields since the time of the Helsinki Conference. 

He value these developments as additional contributions to the consolidation 

of European security and, thereby, to that of international security. An 

important event in the implementa":;ion of the recom.m.endations of the Final Act 

of Helsinld took place in Geneva last month, vrhen a convention on the control 

of air pollution and related co-operation was signed by 32 European States, 

as well as by the United States and Canada, at a high-level meeting held under 

the auspices of the United Nations Economic CoiPJJLi.ssion for Europe. 
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!viy Governnent places importance in, and is making active preparations 

for, the Madrid neetine; o:~ 1980 vhich, if properly prepared, is expected to 

be characterized by a creative and constructive atmosphere and to give equal 

weight to all sections of the Final Act, thus contributing to the development 

of security and co-operat:.on in Europe. 

\Ale maintain that pol:~tical detente in Europe should be extended to the 

military field. A number of practical measures vere proposed to this effect 

in the Declaration adopted by the Political Consultative Body of the member 

States to the Uarsaw Treaty at its Moscow meeting in ~Tovember 1978 and in the 

communique issued by the Committee of the Hinisters for Foreign Affairs of 

the Organization at its Budapest meeting in May 1979. The adoption and 

implementation of those measures would further the cause of peace and security 

and 1-rould raise co--operat:.on in Europe to a new and higher level. 

The consolidation and. expansion of detente and the strengthening of 

international peace and sHcurity are inseparably linked to disarmament, the 

pivotal issue of the present day. I would even say that, in my view, any 

essential progress in the tackling of other global problems largely 

on the 

the 

to be taken i;ovards disarmament. 'rhe tenth special session of 

Nations Genera:_ Assembly, devoted to disarmament, properly brought 

the importance and urgenc:r of effective disarmament measures to the attention 

of 'wrld public opinion and pointed up the close interrelationship of 

disarmament to international security and to development. 

Government believes that every effort must be made to prevent a nevr 

ling of the arms race and to move tovards the elaboration and implementation 

of cci~ective disarmament neasures. It believes further that in present-day 

conditions every possibil:~ty exists for the equal and undiminished security of 

States to be established at a lower level of armaments on the basis of a 

constructive attitude on ·;he part of all part concerned. 
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of the SALT II 

as a of great significance. The entry into force of that is 

expected to have a positive effect on the int atmosphere, to 

the s for further on) and reduction in, strater;ic 1veanons and to 

exert a favourable influence on the disarmar:1ent talks being held in other 

fcruLs. 

The decision of the Union unilaterally to reduce its armed forces 

in the Gen1an Denocratic c and its proposal concerning the on 

of um-range nuclear mis are si,snificant contributions to the 

stren of international peace and security, cularly as re its 

iuplications for Europe. The ance and timeliness of the proposal are 

evident: iE1plementation would reduce the level of military confrontation 

ln The proposal therefore calls for consideration and a 

canst approach by the other interested 

on of the international hotbeds of crisis is an important 

condition for the lessenin~ of international tens and, consequent 

for the strengi:hening of international peace and security. Unfortunately, 

little has been made in field, while new centres of tension 

have sprung up. Host notable among them is the in South-East Asia, 

which, by the stic policy of the e leadership, es 

not only for the -oeace of the ree;ion but, a wider context, also 

for international peace and security in general. The position of my 

Government is on record as one of condemnation of the hegemonistic 

of the Chinese leadership and one of support for the Socialist Republic 

of Viet Ham, the People's c of Kampuchea and the Lao Fe 

Democratic Republic. 

dealing -vdth the issues relating to I should like to state 

that, accordance with our well-known position, -vre continue to the 

endeavours of the Democratic 1s Republic of Korea and the lCorean 

aimed at the r;eaceful on of Korea. 
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The strengthening of irternational peace and security our age is 

closely linked to increasinc the role and e 

in accordance vrith its Charter. 

ciency of the United Nations 

Ever since it vras established, the United Hations has contributed 

actively to the maintenance of international peace and security, the 

deepening of the process of detente, the liquidation of the colonial system, 

and the shaping of a more human world in e;reater justice. It is an indisputable 

fact that the United Nations has become an integral and increasingly important 

part of the system of international relations and institutions that emerged 

in the wake of the Second Horld v.Jar. 

vJhile it is true that the United Nations has been able neither to 

prevent nor to solve all the conflicts that have arisen, it has a role to 

play in averting a world-Hide catastrophe. A no less important :fUnction is 

performed by our Ore;anizatio~ in coping with a multitude of international 

political, economic and social problems. 

C~vernment believes that the role and effectiveness of the United 

Nations should be increased ::m the basis of respect for the Charter and of 

the continuing validity of its fundamental provisions, since the responsibilities 

and principles of our Organi6ation, as much as the provisions for their 

realization, form a unified, indivisible and balanced whole. Any upset in 

this interlocked unity would result in reducing the role and effectiveness 

of the United Nations. lJhat is therefore needed is strict observance of the 

Charter and better utilizati•m of the possibilities inherent in it, 

Ivir. SINCLAIR (Guyana): Delegations \vhich have tPl<;.en the floor before 

me on this question of non-interference in the internal rs of States have 

all underscored the tremendo;ls importance >vhich this itenc has, especially for 

developing countries, for it is developing countries which, because of their 

little over-all strength, are almost invariably the victims of intervention 

and interference from outsid(;. 
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I n our Committee ' s consideration of this item in previous years we have 

stressed and emphasized t his importance ; yet t he reality of our worl d t oday , 

which no one can deny , is t hat some St ates still persist in meddling in the 

internal affairs o f other States . Such callous disre~:;ard for the ri ghts and 

\·fishes of peoples to shape their own destiny bodes ill fo r the enhancement of 

peaceful co-existence among States , 

I:xper i ence , past as we ll as present , teaches us t hat in addition to 

the domestic effects of political upheaval s , economic stagnation , cul tural 

poverty and social degeneration , the effects of inter fe r ence also transcend 

n ational boundaries, often creating distrust and causing unrest and disorder 

among States , thereby jeopardizing peace f ul f ri endly r elations and th r eatening 

international peace and securi ty , Ther efore, so l ong as States cont i nue to 

interfer e i n the internal affairs of othe r s , global peace · will continue to 

be an elusive goal . 

It should not be surprising therefo r e , that t here i s irr~ediate 

conce rn among developing countries that the General Assembly should adopt a 

declarat ion p roscri bi ng i ntervention and interference i n the int e rnal affairs 

of States ; at i ts last s ession , the AssemblY noted that a number of delegations 

had expressed support for t he preparati on of such a declaration . He feel that 

events since the last session of the Assemb!y have made even more i mperative 

t he need for such a declaration . This \·Tas t he sens e of the decision taken in 

Havana by t he Heads of State or Government of the Non- Aligned Countries, \>lhen 

they called on all States , in particular t he non- aligned States , to \Wr!{ 

for the early adoption of such a declaration by the General Assembly . 

Fol l olving this dec ision , the Ministers for For eign Affairs of the 

non- aligned countries . mee t ing in New YorK at the commencement of t he 

present session of the Assembly, decided that the non- aligned States should 

5ive priority at this sess i on to the elaboration of a declaration on 

non-i ntervent ion and non- interference in the internal aff ai rs of States , 

Cons istent with t he importance attached to the i tem, \vith the 

r elevant decis ion of the Assembly in 1978 and with the decision of our Foreign 

Hinisters to '"hich I have just referred, a vorkine; Gr oup of t he non-ali gned States 
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have 1vorked hours to produce a draft declaration on non~intervention 

and non-interference in th= internal affairs of States which I have the 

honour to present to this ::::ormnittee. That draft is contained in docurc.ent 

A/C.l/ 1.56, and I am introducing it on behalf of the delesations of 

Botswana, Cuba, Cyprus, a, ar, ri Lanka, Viet Nam, 

Yugoslavia, and Guyana. 

He have sought in thi 3 docur;:ent to make a comprehensive statement of 

a) 

the ri of States in th::; ordering of their o•,vn internal and external affairs, 

on the one hand, and, on t:1e other, of the obligation on States to refrain 

from certain types of actirm in their relations 11ith other States, actions which 

constitute interference an intervention. These rights and Gat ions, 

deriving from our Charter md from other instruments of international lav, are 

set forth in our document in five broad, 

which is developed in detaLl immediately. 

formulations, each of 

are as folloHs: 

First armed interventio::J and all other forms of interference or 

threats the personality of the State or against its political, 

c, social and cultu::-al system are contrary to the 

Secondly, each State has the and inalienable to 

its ovm economic and to develop its international economic 

relations in accordance vi";h the will of its and without outside 

LltPl~ference, coercion or -~hreat in any form l·<hatsoever. 

Thirdly, each State h::LS an obligation to ensure against the occurrence, 

within its ory, of conduct aimed at subverting the sovereignty, territorial 

integrity and political and unity of other States. 
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to its systern of 

info:cnmtion and mass 111eclia as an intec;ratPu part of its over,·all national 

procres.s~ and with t11P aim of reali its richt to inform and to be 

ic1forn:ecl in an objPcti ve anC. manner. 

ea,ch St2.te has tl:e obligation to observe, uromote and 

all human ri[~hts and fundamental free:ioBs and to realize the 

full and -vim:-th of t!.1e human person. 

:;:t nacl !)een the deterrdnatin of the non to 1wrl~ to secure 

tlle ~t this current session of the As of the DPclaration 

ln Hm,rever, after our uorl;:ing paper becm!le available last weel<:, 

I carried out consultations on behalf of the vTith a wide 

cross~section of uelec;ations. Those consultations have been of great 

val110 ~ have very freely and albeit on a 

very basis ln some cases, describing not vrllat they found 

sat about our clraft) but also the ti1at t~lis draft 

posed for ancl I do since appreciate this responsivccness on their 

part. m1at c:merQ,ed>beyond any doubt, froramy consultations was that 

it uould very difficult to achieve 9 at this session of the Assembly, 

L.lw consensus ui th which ue vould have desired the to be 

1ms informed of the results of those 

COi1Sultations: it considered that the ure;ency of the case 

its dictated that we should give ourselves ample r~use for the 

process of detailed discussion anu nee;otiation with otlwr States, \·Thich are 

so necessary for the adontion of a consensus Declaration of this sort. 

\ie imve thel·,;fore decic.i,ed that this yea:: vre vrould s present our 

draft for tilE~ consideration and information of the !'1.embers of UJ.e Ccmrrrittee 

tnis have j done ,_ and to at the same time a draft resolution 

'uerr::ly in natu:ce, >:r:1ich, on the basis of tile relevant 

of tlle Secretary,·General, decisions of the As and the 

'-~'pn~,;sio'JS of support by 1-Iember f)tates for a Declaration such as the 

one 1n q_ue· 

at tlw 

ond finali 

, would take note of the draft and have the 

vlOrsing group of the First 

of the thirty ,fifth session vri th a vie''' to elaborating 

the Declaration. 
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In this way~ there vdll be a good opportunity for consultation among 

States on the content of the draft, for contact ,,rith Governments 

and for responses to be received, as w·ell as for all necessary negotiations 

to be carried out prior to the adoption of the Declaration I·Thich, we 

hope9 can take place at the thirty-,fifth session of the Assembly. 

'l'his :!Jrocedural drEft resolution is contained in document A/C .l/34/IJ, 57 

and it is being presented on behalf of the delegations of 1Ugeria, Botswana, 

Cuba, Cyprus, Ethiopia, Guyana, l/iadagascar, Sri Lanka, Viet Ham and 

Yugoslavia. 

It is our sincere hope that this procedural draft resolution could 

be adopted by this Committee by consensus. 

( _;yprus ) : I merely wish to make a small amendment 

to draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.55. I propose the addition, in the 

second line of the sixth preambular paragraph,, after the word 

'·disarmament·', of a corm:na and the 1vord ''decolonization 11
, The paragraph 1-rill then 

read: 
11Reaffirninc; again the close link existing between the 

strengthening of international peace 2.nd security, disarmament, 

decolonizaticn and :levelopment, . . . ;, and so on. 

'i'he next thing I wa1t to mention is that, because of lack of time 

Y<',sterday I cut my statenent short and referred only to the portions of the draft 

resolution pertaining to imp:ementation - namely, operative paragraphs l and 

2 · and made only a pass Lng reference to operative paragraph 14, which 

refers to uhat I am goin,~ to say nm·r, concerning the request addressed 

to the Secretary-General to prepare, 1vi th the help of a group of government 

experts,a report for the thirty~fifth session of the General Assembly on 

the extent of the iwplementation of the provisions of the Declaration 

and on actions which shonld be undertaken by the General Assembly in order 

to secure full compliance with the provisions of the Declaration. This 

paragraph is also 1rorthy of note as referring to implementation, no less 

than operative paragraph" l and 2, about which I spoke in detail yesterday. 
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0E..:___:J!UJ~ZI1WV.!_C_ (Yugoslavia); The Yue;oslav delegation wishes to 

e:;cpress its vievrs on three groups of questions in this debate: 

First, Yue;oslavia consiclers that the Declaration on the Strengthening 

of International Security is one of the most irnportant documents that the 

General Assembly of the United !Jations has adopted in the course of tlw 

last 10 years. In that document, the basic principles and purposes enshrined 

in the Charter of the United Nations are confirmed and the objectives of 

the >mrld Ore;anization further elaborated in the light of contemporary 

developments. The Declaration lS one of those documents that complement 

the Charter effectively, lay dovm a broader basis for the expression of the 

aspirations, primarily of peoples and countries uhich have achieved their 

independence ln the process of the anticolonial revolution, of the 

e!!lancipation of peoples and countries from foreic;n interference, domination 

and oppression and through their resistance to the policy of division 

of the world into blocs and the creation of spheres of interest and 

domination. The adoption of the Declaration has made it 1~cssible to focus 

attention on proble111s of security and on the threat of use of force, and 

of encroachlnent on the indepenclence of small and medium.,sized countries. 

If we examine in c;reater detail the contents of ti1e Declaration on 

the Strenc;thening of International Security, vre shall see that it enco!I1passes 

2-ll the vital sectors of international relations and lays clovn long~term 

objectives and principles for their consideration and for the constant 

and e:,radual solution of problems. 'l'he Declaration is a specific programme 

of international co-operation for strengthening the peace and security of 

States and, as such, is of lasting value. I\.lmost all the main 

preoccupations and problems with vrhich the international community vras facecl 

a clecade ago >·rere incorporated into the 27 operativE' paragraphs of the 

Declaration. A careful analysi::- •,rill shmr that the Declaration renders 

possible a constant mobili zatio- )f efforts in the search for solution 

of outstanding international problems. Positive results have bf'en achieved 

by peoples alon::::; this road: namely, the firm resolve fully to respect the 

vill of peoples to determine their destinies freely and vi thout forei,sn 
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interference anrl domination has be:r,n further stren:;theaed; resistance to out0at<c:d 

lWclels of relations based on Jomination and of interest 

is in ascenrlancy; notable resul-cs i1ave bee:n achieved vitil regard 

to the eliniination of the p:::>liciE's of colonialism~ racism and ro.cial 

discrimination and 1n the struc;:.:;le exploitation, tl:P division 

of the world into blocs, he:;;emonism and all forms of foreign do::1ination. 

'l'his period -vritnessed 1 close identification of and 

countries 1vith the princ 2s and objectives of the policy of non-alignment, 

whE>n about 40 ne1rr States ani recognized national liberation movemf'nts joined 

the ~'Jon~Alignecl Eovement. 

'.Coday" non~-alignment r•~presents the vast majority of ,.1Jankincl. It 

bases its actions in international relations on ectives 

and principles \vhich WE're elaborated durinc; the period betvreen the 

founding conference in in and the r::cst rPpresentative 

of non aligned countries in Havana this yE'ar. By their 

acti vi ti0s tlw countries are striving to contribute 

effPcti vely to the implemen~;ation of the provisions and objectives of the 

Declaration en the Strenc;theninc; of International Security. The gro1:ring 

influence of the policy of noD , as an independent non·.-blcc 

f:1ctc'r 111 international re~_ations, and as a basis of the security 

nnd of the irLLrnense ority of scvereisn States, contributes 

c to the realization of the Declaration in all of its aspects. 
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However, there is still strong opposition to the realization of these aims~ 

regardless of the fact that the processes of solvinG various problems are 

becoming ever more pronounced and present. There is still resistance to the 

final liquidi'ition of colonialism and racism in southern Africa. The struggle 

of African peoples, which enjoy the full support of the international democratic 

public opinion, and particularly of all non-aligned countries~ has entered a 

critical and further efforts 1vill have to be exerted to free the s 

of Zimbabwe and r1amibia from colonial and racist s. 

The Palestinian people still the victim of the expansionism and the 

aggressive policy of Israel, which is being increasingly isolated in its policy 

of annexation of Arab territories and usurpation of other peoples' rights. 

The question of Cyprus has not yet been solved. The people of Korea, the 

victim of foreign interference, continues to be divided. 

Detente is seriously affected and is stagnat because of its limited 

bloc character. Foreign intervention, whose victims are primarily the 

non-aligned countries, is on the increase. An extremely tense situation has 

been created in the Indochinese peninsula and in the region of South-East Asia. 

The people of Kampuchea is subjected to prolorl{;ed suffering. 

The draft resolution in document A/C.l/34/L.55, of which my country has 

the honour to be a sponsor, embodies important ideas and appraisals of the degree 

of implementation of the Declaration and expresses the views of the vast majority 

of Member States of the world Organization~ views which deserve to be considered 

very carefully. 

The draft resolution contains positive appraisals concerning the progress 

achieved by African peoples in the struggle against colonialism. It supports 

the transformation of the Indian Ocean and of the Mediterranean into 

zones of peace. In this connexion it supports the tendency of promoting 

co-operation and detente in Europe and welcomes the convening of the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe to be held in l.ladrid in 1980. 

This Committee adopted a fow days ago a draft resolution on the inadmissibility 

of the policy of hegemonism in relations between States. This is yet another 

contribution of the United General Assembly to the identification and 

elimination of phenomena and forces which stand in the way of a genuine security 

of States. 
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'i'he draft resolution on the "Implementation of the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of Inte:n1atio:1al Security11 expresses at the same time concern 

over the continuation of the arms race) the perpetuation of situations of 

crisis in various parts of the world, the absence of progress in establishing 

the Uew International Econcmic Order, the continuation of great-Power rivalry 

for the establisl:>.ment of zo:1es of influence and domination, the continuance of 

the practice of foreign irr:;ervention, occupation of foreign territories by 

force, interference and pre :;sures on Slllall and under-developed countries, 

attempts at liwiting the so·rereign rights of States and peoples in the name 

of the defence of particular interests, and the like. All that limits and 

diminishes the positive r·~sults achieved vrith respect to the easing of 

international tensions and ·:;he emancipation of peoples and countries. 

The draft resolution calls for the preparation, for the next session of 

the General Assembly, of a special report on the extent of the implementation of 

the provisions of the DeclaJ·ation and on actions \·Thich shoulcl be undertaken 

~n order to secure full compliance with the provisions of the Declaration. 

Ue are convinced that it would be in the general interest of all Eember States 

to contribute to the elabol·ation of this report. 

'l'he sc::!ond problem I nhould like to tal~e up and on which I shall make 

a few remarks concerns the proposal to adopt a declaration on the inadmissibility 

of intervention and interference in the internal affairs of States. 

The General Assembly b;r its resolution 33/74 reaffirmed that the adoption 

of a declaration on non-interference in the internal affairs of States i-TOuld be 

an iuportant contribution t<• the further elaboration of the principles for 

strengthening equitable co-operation and friendly relations e..mong States, based 

on sovereign equality and mutual respect. 

The Sixth Conference o:f' Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, 

held in Havana in September this year, devoted special attention to the question of 

foreign interference and intervention and reaffirmed the dedication of non-aligned 

countries to the principle of non-interference and non-intervention in the 

internal and external affairs of States as one of the basic principles of the 

policy of non-alignraent. 'I'he Heads of State or Government insisted on the 

position that any violation of this principle is entirely unacceptable, 
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unjustifiable under any circumstances and incompatible with the oblic:ations 

assumed by llember States of the United Nations. They noted with concern that 

interference in the internal anu external affairs of States i·Tas becoming one of 

the basic forms of aggression against non-aligned countries and called upon 

all States Members of the ¥rorld Organization to co-operate in the elaboration 

of a declaration on the inadmissibility of interference and intervention in the 

internal affairs of States and to "rork for the early adoption of such a declaration 

by the General Assembly. In line with those stands, the Group of Non-Aligned 

Countries has prepared a prelilllinary worl;:ing draft of the declaration, which 

was so ably introduced, on behalf of the sponsors, by the Ambassador of Guyana 9 

i;.ir. Noel Sinclair. 

The draft declaration is oriented towards the mobilization of efforts 

to el:iminate impediments standing in the way of the development and. promotion 

of a new system of democratic relations in the world, with a vie¥r to eradicating 

the polic of imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism~ all forms of racism, 

apartheid, aggression, occupation, domination, interference and hegemonism, 

as well as the policy of blocs, spheres of interest anc1 exploitation. Furthermore, 

the draft declaration affirms the right of peoples under colonial and foreign 

domination to self-determination, freedom and independence, as well as their ric;ht 

to waee a political and armed struggle and, in order to achieve this aim, to seek 

and obtain assistance anu support. It also asserts the right of every people 

to choose freely its own systa~ of political, economic, social and cultural 

development, and its right to determine its foreign policy itself and to def<:>nd these 

rights with all the means at its disposal. The d~aft declaration lays stress on the 

principle of respect for and enjoyment of human rights, as 11ell as on that of 

permanent sovereignty over natural resources, and condemns the existence of 

massive and flagrant violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

In elaborating these and other principles the draft declaration departs from 

the results achieved in the evolution and democratization of international 

relations and, as such, it contributes to the codification of positive results 

for vrhich, the authors believe, there exists a general interest. I am confident 

that the next session of the General Assembly will adopt this draft declaration 

by consensus. 
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The third question on w:t.ich I wish to express the views of the Yugoslav 

delegation is the initiative for the transformation of the Mediterranean into 

a zone of peace and co-operation. As a European~ socialist and non-aligned 

country, Yugoslavia, together with the other non-aligned and neutral countries 

of Europe, calls for increased participation and contribution by European 

countries in the settlehlent cf global problems. such as decolonization, disarmament, 

development, focal points of crisis and the like. The initiative for the 

transformation of the Mediterranean into a zone of peace and co-operation 

provides all the European ccuntries with a historical opportunity to contribute, 

through practical actions, tc the bridging of the economic and political gap 

existing between the develofing countries and the developed world and also 

to contribute to the implementation of the recommendations of the General Assembly 

concerninG the transformation of the Mediterranean into a zone of peace and 

co-operation. 

Apart from what I have already said about the need to solve focal points 

of crisis in the Mediterranean, Yugoslavia considers that the efforts to transform 

the Mediterranean into a zone of peace and co-operation should be exerted within 

the fraxnework of efforts aimed at relaxation of tensions and confrontation, 

reduction of armaments, promotion of comprehensive co-operation and good

neighbourly relations, settlement of outstanding disputes by peaceful means, 

development of regional co-operation in the fields of ~conomy, 

science, culture, sports, protection of the environment, communications and so on. 

I wish to mention that some results have been achieved at the regional level, 

such as the adoption of the Barcelona Convention on the protection of the waters 

of the Hediterranean against pollution. This year my country was host to a very 

useful sports manifestation - the Mediterranean Sports Games -

which gathered together sportsmen from almost all Mediterranean countries and 

thus contributed to the promotion of friendship and understanding among sportsmen 

and young people of that region. 
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We are convinced that it is in the int~r~sts of all M~diterranean countries 

to make use of the forthcoming meetinr;s connected with the conveninG of the 

Madrid Conference on Security and Co-operation in EuropE', for the further 

elaboration of activities and measures of co-operation, as advocated by all 

non-aliened and neutral countries in Europe, in order to affirm further the idea 

of converting the Mediterranean into a zone of peace and co-opE>ration. 

The boldine of a joint meetinc; of 1\Iediterranean non--aligned countries and 

other Mediterranean countries participants in the Conference, with a view to 

ini tiatinr; joint projects of co-operation and makino; the necessary preparations 

for the Madrid Conference, should be of special sicnificance for the success of 

that Conference. The holdinG of that meetins is a reflection of the common 

awareness of the reality that there can be no stable and lasting peace in Europe 

without the settlement of outstanding problems in the region of the Mediterranean 

that seriously bur<len the situation in the Mediterranean. My country attaches 

the greatest significance to the exertion of joint efforts by all Mediterranean 

countries to solve outstanding problems; to liquidate situations of occupation, 

domination and aggression; and to achieve_ respect for the right of peoples to 

national independence and territorial integrity. ~lithout the elimination of focal 

points of crisis in the region of the Mediterranean, the present efforts and the 

achievement of results in transforming this area into a zone of peace and co

co-operation will continue to encounter obstacles and difficulties. However, 

this should not discourage us in our efforts to transform the Mediterranean into 

a zone of peace and co-operation. 

Finally, the deler;ation of Yugoslavia has sponsored the draft resolution 

on the development and strengtheninG of the principle of good-neighbourliness 

between States, contained in document A/C.l/34/1.54. We consider it very useful 

to have the principle of good-neiGhbourliness further examined and developed 

because roy country attaches great importance to thE' promotion of r;ood and 

friendly relations with its neighbours. Good-neighbourliness contributes 

significantly to the promotion of world peace and the security of all peoples 

and States. My country will co-operate in the further consideration of this 

important principle. 
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ry. BUKETI EUYAKI MA.'IULOMB:RLF. (Zaire) (interpretation from FrE>nch): 

Hhen during the first Disarmament DE>cade proclaimed by the United Hatior.s a year 

earlier, the General Assenbly on 16 December 1970 adopted resolution 2734 (XXV), 

containing the Declaration on the Strenghtening of International Security, we were 

justified in believing that the internJ.tional community has just awakened to the 

dang•2r that threatenc'd mankind as a whole, a danger basically caused by excessive 

armament, and by the fre-nzied nuclear and conven~icr.al arms race. 

That Declaration drew its inspiration from another Declaration whic.h was 

adopted by the General Assenbly at the same session - I am referring to 

resolution 2625 (XXV) on the principles of international law concerning 

friendly relations and co-operation among States. Tho.t Declaration responded 

to the overriding desire of the peoples of the world to live in peace. 

Operative paragraph 1 'Jf thP Declaration on 

International Security solennly: 

the Strengthening of 

" reaffirms th~ universal and. unconditional validity of the 

purposes and principl•=s of the Charter of the United Nations as the 

basis of relations amo:1g States irrespective of their size, geographical 

location, level of devo:~lopment or political, economic ar:d social 

systems and declares ·jhat the breach of these principles cannot be 

justified in any circunstances whatsoever; 11
• 

Unfortunately, we must observe, at the end of the first Disarmament 

Decade and nine years after the adoption of that Declaration, that the world has 

not progressed. On the con·jrary, distressin;::: signs of insecurity, are seen 

on all sides, spreading des'Jlation and famine throughout the world. 

He have remained at the stage of pious wishes for 10 years, even overlooking 

the fact that the aims and principles of the Charter define international security 

as a basic element of 11eace that cannot bE' isolated and which, conditions the 

harmonization and proi'l.otion of the manifold r<>lations among States is conditional. 

The sombrt> picture of the international situation reflects a troubled and 

h(•sitant world where violen~t., has become entrenched.. The ru::tE>nte which characterized 

East-ivest relations in the 1970s has not be\"n extendec1 throuc;hout the world; 

curiously enouc;h, the cold v'ar has b~;·en transported towards the terri tori,'"'s of the 

third world, the victins of .1.ocal confli::.:ts and thr<2ats of upheavals. 
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The U.eep causes that have hindered the implementation o-r the Declaration 

on the Strenr-:thcninr: of International Security can be ascertained and 

identified when we analyse the provisions of that Declare.tion itself. My 

delegation 1-rill li:1i t itself to mentioning r1 fevr of the provisions that we 

feel are the most important. 

First, operative paragraphs 9 to 16 o-r the Declaration invites all 

States Members of the United Nations to do all in their power to strengthen 

the authority, role and effectiveness of the Security Council. 

Yet,vre note to our great Jisa:)~~,_intnPnt that during the last two years 

the :wrnanent Lenbers ,f thE' C uncil h2.v0, their privilc:';es, somewhat 

abused the use of their veto right, thus placing the organ responsible under 

the Charter "for maintaining internaticn2,l peace and security in the impossible 

:1osition of being unable to fulfil its role. This fin0.ing does not 

a serene future for international relations, and it seriously w·eakens the 

credibility of our Organization, vrhich should be the guarantor of peace and 

the l>rotector of rJPOl)les in the exercise of thejr func.lan<~ntal ri.·hts. 

Instead of serving the cause of peace and internatioanl security, the 

veto right in the hands of the peru1anent members of the Security Council has 

become a weapon in the service of their policies, ideologies and 1vorld 

strategies, t'' the detriment of the legitimate rights and interests o-f the 

majority of the States of the world. 

Secondly, n~soluti n (XV), nC>ntiuned in paragraph 18 

of the Declo.ration tends more and more to be given different 

interpretations according to the situation to which it is beinc ap:;:>lied. 

The rapid elimination o-r Ctnd any other form of "foreign 

domination envis in that paragraph unfortunately has not yet been 

achieved. 

Thirdly, pe.ra:"rn:lh 19 of the Declaration 
11 

••• that there is a close connexion bet,.reen the strengthening of 

international security, disarmament and the economic development o-f 

count ries ... n. 
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Here also we must deplor1~ the increase in r:dli tary expenditures and thP 

absenN' of any political will to ("'nc.ourage the achievPLlent of a m~w world order, 

one that would b,., LlOrE' equitable becausf' it would be more just. Like the first 

Disarmanent Decade which t:nded with disturbingly excessive arnament, the second 

D.-,cade aprh"ars to be characte:~i zed at its close by thE' ·.·xist("nce llf un 

ever-incrc'asine; gap be>tw0en the wPal thy countric's and thP poor countriPs, dPspi te 

the rsistc,nt appeal made in accordance with paragraph 21 of the Declaration, 

which sto.tes that the t:limins:~ion as soon as possible cf the ecunomic gap between 

the rich anU. th,, poor "is clonPly ond essentially co-related to the strengthening 

of the security of all nationB and the establishmcont of lasting international 

peacf'; 11
• lie believe that responsco to this has not gotten bPyond the stae;e 

of intentions; fer thP intE"rnational col::1_muni ty has net forgotten its 

disappointr:tPnt with tlw resul-~s of the fifth session of the United Nations 

ConferencE" on Trad{" ond Development, tht" North-South dialne;ue and the negotiations 

in the Cornmi ttee of the Whol{, Pstablished under r("'Sclution /174. 
Fc,urthly, parar;raphs 22 and 23 e;f th<" D<'claration on thP StrPnc;hteninr; 

of International Security resolutely condemn racial uiscrimination, oppression, 

tyranny and, in particular, 

equated tlwt hateful pulicy w:~ th crim,~s against humanity and lep;i timi zed the 

of oppressed fc)r rE'spect for their filllclaraental fn"'edons and 

hur1an rirhts. We must once again he>rP denoilllce tlw fact that, while in the name 

of the egotistical interests of one party or another, we prc)clain thP principl0s of 

thP Charter, we spurn those p:~inciples when our interests are threatened, as thour;h 

th0re werP a hierarchy of the peoples f the wr;rld, with sene having greater rip;hts 

than c•thers. Apartheid is net a ,~rave threat to int<~rnational "peace and 

security, but it is the denia:. of all the principles f tlw Charter and must bE' 

foucht by all neans. 
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Finally, the twenty-seventh and last paragraph or the Declaration requests the 

Secretary-General to submit a report on the implementation of that resolution. Each 

year this provision is suggested to us, and the report submitted by the 

Secretary-General is limited to making known the vievrs of States on their conception 

of measures needed to strengthen international security. The delegation of 

believes that this procedure does not fully respond to the objectives of the 

declaration. lf.hile we recognize the value or this collation of information 

received, it would be more helpful to decide at each session on specific measures 

that should guide our acts, after a global examination of the international 

situation of the past year, and to denounce those States which have~ in one way 

or another, violated the principles contained in the Declaration. 

That is, very briefly, an outline of the main provisions of the Declaration 

on the Strengthening of International Security, adopted by the General Assembly 

on 16 December 1970. But that Declaration, together with so many others, has 

remained merely a series of pious wishes. "irJe seem to take great pleasure in 

the adoption of new resolutions and new declarations, as though the content of 

the previous ones was so incomplete that they could not be implemented unless 

new declarations were adopted. 

Each year, one or more resolutions devoted to the implementation of the 

Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security are adopted without 

the slightest progress being achieved. But all those resolutions, furthermore, 

are identical with one another except for minor differences of wording. We 

believe that the results of one session can be measured not by the quantitative 

importance or the number of documents adopted, but by the quality and the 

realism shown in the decisions adopted. 

Instead of devoting ourselves yearly to a routine task, we should be more 

effective if our work were directed towards a self-critical analysis of our 

previous acts and then to the adoption of concrete and realistic decisions. 
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l:'iy delegation believes that no substantial proc;ress can be achieved in 

the matter of international security unless certain fundamental principles are made 

the basis of relations amorg States. Amont; these or considerations, 

my delE'GHtinn wishes to str<: ss, is first and foremost the dynamic and 

evolutionary character of hvman society. It is that the 

international realities of 1885 at the Berlin Conference -vrere different from 

those of Yalta in 1945 or tl:.ose of the United Nations in 1960 or 1970. 

'£he refusal to acknmrle age this evolution lies at the very root of the 

crucial si tuat;ion with \·Thiel:. we are all familiar anc. which we cieplcre: rF>fr:sal to 

abandon certain privileges ~nd relations born of the latter days of colonization; 

refusal to consider States £,s independent members of the third -vrorld and as 

equal counterparts; refusal to recognize the equality of races and the right of 

all peoples to respect, consideration and a secure life; refusal to share the 

fruits of the joint efforts of the ivorking classes of all countries - in 

short, refusal to accept the various chunr:es nror1ucec1 in international 

life, ;.rhich is at the roct c,f many misunderstancUngs and the origin 

of some of the crises of om· time. 

The second prior consic.eration is the consistent that should imbue 

all States to work for peacE; and should be nado terns of the 

national policies of each State. Good-neichbourliness and the rejection of 

any hec;emonism would contritute to the achievment of that goal. 

Finally, the third and last of the prior considerations is respect for the 

autl.1enticity of others by Ue eradication of the vain contF>ntion of the 

superiority of one culture over another and acceptance of 

the fact that peoples in thdr diversity complement onP another. 
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It is our adherence to these postulates that can establish an era of 

peace and security. He have indeed forcefully proclaimed the right of 

all States to security, but as long as certain Powers seem to aisrerard the 

universal value of the rricr considerations that I have described no substantial 

progress can be achieved in this field, and that negative attitude will as a 

consequence frustrate any effort undertalcen by the international community to 

encourage peace. 

International security cannot be dissociated from peace, and will not 

be a reality throughout the worlrl until peoples of the third world cease to be both 

the instruments and the victims of the game of the great Povrers. Our permanent 

concern must be to safeguard harmony in the relations amonG interdependent 

States. 

ttr. STAYKOV (Bulgaria) (interpretation from French): The Declaration 

on the Strengthening of International Security, adopted in 1970 on the initiative 

of the Soviet Union, has provided sufficient evidence over the years of its 

c;reat value as one of the most important United Nations documents and as a 

basis for action and the initiatives of States in the field of the stren~heninc 

of world peace and security. 

The People 1 s Republic of Bulgaria attaches paramount importance to this 

document because it embodies purposes and tasks tovards the realization of 

which is directed the whole of the foreicn policy of Bulgaria. The strengtheninc; 

of peace and understanding among peoples and the development of fruitful 

co-operation are intrinsic elements of the foreign policy of the socialist 

countries. 

During the last few :nxmths certain positive elements have emerged "'hich 

promote the process of the strengthening of international security and the 

deepeninc; of detente in international relations. 
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My delegaticn, in common with many others, has already had 

occasion to stress the great importance of the second strategic arms 

limitation treaty (SALT II), not only for the signatories, the Soviet Union 

and the United States, but a=.so for the prospects of detente, peace and security 

for peoples all over the wor=.d. This treaty opens up new possibilities 

for the conclusion of a subsequent treaty on the reduction and the limitation 

of strategic weapons. That :~s why the great and multiform importance of 

SALT II leads us to express the ardent hope that it will be ratified in the 

very near future. 

For life itself and the universal development of international events 

have brought to the fore in ,vorld politics the problem of the limitation 

of the arms race and that of disarmament, the solution of which will govern 

the deliverance of human civilization from the devastating consequences 

of a possible nuclear war. It is quite clear that the arms race, if it is 

not mastered and if it does not give way to disarmament. will immeasurably 

increase immeasurably the danger to international peace and security and 

even endanger the very exist,~nce of mankind. Tangible success on the 

road to disarmament would li.::>erate colossal resources to aid the economic 

and social progress of the W')rld and, in particular, to assist the developing 

countries. In this way, the solution of the problem and the ending of the 

arms race have become an imp~rative need of the times in which we live. 

From the point of view )f the link between international security and 

disarmament, my delegation \vi shes to draw attention to the need to achieve 

progress in the negotiations on a number of important aspects connected 

with curbing the arms race, first of all, in the nuclear field. I refer 

above all to the question of starting negotiations on measures to be 

adopted in order to put an end to the production of nuclear weapons and to 

promote the reduction of stockpiles of such weapons until their complete 

elimination is achieved. 
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The draft resolution adopted by the First Committee to this effect forms a good basi: 

for deciding on future measures along these lines. In this regard, I should 

like to emphasize that measures relating to the reduction of nuclear weapons 

and to nuclear disarmament must be co-ordinated in practical terms with measures 

relating to the reinforcement of international guarantees of a political and 

legal nature concerninc the security of States. Of particular importance vrould 

be the conclusion of an international treaty on the non-use of force in 

international relations. 

In the field of disarmament there are, of course, other problems which 

have been on the agenda for some considerable time, and whose solution should 

not be delayed. The interests of vrorld peace and security require that all 

States make a tancible contribution to accomplish progress along all the lines 

laid down in the Programme of Action adopted at the special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

The process of strengthening international security is accompanied by 

considerable difficulties deriving from the actions of those who 

are working against the cessation of the arms race and against detente and who 

harbour hegemonistic designs. The struggle to establish the inadmissibility 

of hegemonism, as demonstrated by the discussion in this Committee , 
constitutes an important orientation in the efforts to consolidate detente 

and strengthen democratic principles in vrorld :r;olitics ~ for the defence 

of the rights of small countri"'s and peoples. 
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At present, every movement forvrard on the road tm·rards the 

consolidation of peace in Europe and peaceful and nutually advantageous 

co-operation among the countries of Europe in a spirit of good-neighbourliness 

and growing confidence comes u:n against the plans of the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO) to intensity the nuclear arms race and to deploy 

in \•!estern Europe new types of American rockets- which are oriented towards 

the countries of the Warsaw Treaty, thereby destabilizing the situation 

further. It is quite obvio·ls that the forces ,.,hich do not wish Europe 

to follow the course outlined by the Conference on Security and Co-operation 

in Europe are recollllllencing their activities and are makinc, various 

co-ordinated efforts in order to cause the world to return to the 

times of the "cold war". 

Now, at a crucial moment for the destinies of the European 

peoples, the socialist countries are proposing a programme of measures and new 

initiatives 'lrhich vrill make it possible to tackle the difficult tasks of our day 

and which are designed to d':!epen detente and to supplement it by 

detente in the military field. 

A new initiative of g~eat scope is contained in the series of 

proposals presented by Leon:i.d Brezhnev in his speech at Berlin on 

6 October of this year. Taking into consideration earlier proposals 

of the socialist countries~ it might be possible to say that we have 

before us a genuine peace p::-ogramme for Europe. This group of proposals 

embraces all the main aspec·:;s of military detente in Europe: the reduction 

of nuclear and conventional '\reapons and the promotion of confidence .. building 

measures. Quite clearly, the implementation of these proposals would 

result in increasinr, the se~urity of all the peoples of Europe and 

strengtheninr the elerent of confidence in relations among them. 
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Procre:ss in this direction vroul<l in fact 1nean puttinp; to r;ood use the powerful 

positive potential represented by the decisions of the historic Conference on 

Security anc} Co- oneration in Europe~ the holdine; and crowning success of 1·rhich proved 

one of the most important events of the ~ast decade. The Conference promoted 

the tane;ible improvement of the political climate in Europe and throuc;hout the 

world. The Pinal ,.kt is beinr' increasinc;ly affirmed every c1ay as a code of 

conduct for peaceful coexistence among :r:;uropean States and as a vast long-term 

pror:ramr.o.e for fruitful co-oper.'1tion amone therrJ. The forthcoming meet in; in 

Badrid is called upon to contribute to the strenr;thenin{" of security and 

understanding in the continent and to extend pan-European co-operation. hy 

country, for its part, is striving to ensure that the •rork of the iiaclrid meeting 

takes place in a constructive snirit, so that it ma;r becorae a useful second 

step in the peaceful evolution of the continent of the implementation of the 

Final Act. 

Another deservine; initiative is the idea of transforminc: the Indian Ocean 

into a zone of peace. ~his idea enjoys a great deal of su~port amonc the States 

Hembers of the United Nations. The People's Republic of Bule;aria supports this 

initiative and is ready to rr:ake its contribution at the preparatory stage ano. 

durinc; the \Wrl~ of the International Conference on this subject which is to be 

held in 1981. 
It should be noted that the People's P.e~ublic of Bulgaria and the other 

socialist countries consistently support the view that it is urgently necessexy 

to undertake nevr efforts on a world-wide scale to elininate military bases 

situated in foreic;n territory. 

Novradays, more than ever before, hotbeds of tension and regional conflicts 

have a very necative effect on international security, and at the same ti~e are 

fraught -vri th constant danger for world peace. 
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Seen in this lic:ht, t 1E'! situation in the Fiddle Last retains o.larmine 

aspects. Facts demonstrate that separate r:easures of such a nature as the 

treaty betw·een Ea:rt and Israel do not provide any solution for this problEm. 

On the contrary, they further complicate it. It is evident that a just and 

lasting settlement of the qJ.estion of the I·1ic1dle East can be achieved only on 

the basis of the well-known resolutions of the United Eations, witl1 the 

participation on an eq_ual footinc; of all the parties concerned, includinr: the 

Palestinian people, which Must be guaranteed the right to establish its own 

State. 

Very special concern is bein~ aroused aMon~ us by the equally danrerous 

situation in South .l\.sia. The principal cause of this state of affairs is the 

hegemonistic policy of a great Power of the region, ifhich uses as a 't·reapon such 

things as interference in the internal affairs of sovereign States and which is 

threatening to 11give new lessons". 

VIe are also preoccupied by the intense canroaicrn of slander against the 

Socialist Republic of Viet Ne1:1 concerning the problem of refur;ees in Indo-China. 

It is impossible to be mistalten about the intention to use this problem as a 

pretext for interferinc in the domestic affairs of the sovereir,n People's 

Republic of Kampuchea, the authentic representatives of uhich must occupy its 

rir;ht ful place in the United 1'Tations. 

The situation in Cyprus is also a serious source of tension in the eastern 

Ilediterranean, and it is all the more unfortunate the~t no progress towards the 

settlement of this problem can be discerned. This complicated problem must find 

its solut.ion on the basis cf the pertinent resolutions of the United Nations, with 

the guaranteeing of the so-..rereignty, independence and non-aligned status of 

Cyprus and respect for its territorial integrity. 
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In Asia, Bulgaria maintains its support for the constructive 

efforts made by the People's Democratic Republic of Korea for the free, 

peaceful and independent reunification of the Korean people without 

any foreign interference. 

The strengthening of international security is indissolubly bound 

up with the settlement without delay of such problems as the total 

elimination of colonialism, racism and apartheid. But during their 

just struggle for their national independence, for their right to 

the independent control of their natural resources and against 

colonialism and racism, the peoples are being confronted by the 

resistance of imperialist, reactionary and racist forces,which 

in this vtay are creatinl3 hotbeds of tension and thereby endangerinc 

world peace. 

There is no doubt at all that the elimination of the racist 

regimes of southern Africa, the immediate granting of independence to 

the peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia, the elimination of the system 

of apartheid in South Africa and the cessation of all military and 

political interference of imperialist forces in the domestic affairs 

of independent African countries represent essential elements 

in the efforts and the struggle for world peace and international 

security. 

These are some of the so-called hotbeds on our planet, 

and from this it will be readily understood how important it is to 

adopt rapid and effective measures to settle crisis situations, 

witt. a view to preventing not only their developing into 

large-scale and permanent military conflicts, but also their becoming 

a constant danger to international security. 
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The Government of the PeJple's Republic of Bulgaria endeavours constantly 

to strengthen security, good neighbourliness and co-operation among the 

States of the Balkan peninsula. The initiatives and goodwill demonstrated by 

the Bulgarian Government and personally by Todor Zhivkov, President of the Council 

of State, with respect to our neighbours enjoy widespread support. As 

President Zhivkov stated in a speech before the National Assembly last May: 

"The aspirations of all Bulgarians are to see the Balkan penim.ula 

transformed into a region of lasting peace and stability and to live in 

a climate of trust and mutual respect, in close co-operation with all our 

neighbours. That is the goal •re have pursued unswervingly, that is the 

goal which the People's Republic of Bulgaria is actively endeavouring to 

translate into practice". 

Constant strides are being made in the political dialogue, trade and economic 

relations and cultural exchanges between the People's Republic of Bulgaria and the 

other Balkan countries. The policy of strengthening relations of security, 

good neighbourliness and co-cperation being pursued by Bulgaria is based upon 

our people's sincere and deei desire to live in peace and understanding with all 

their neighbours. 

Giving due value to the vital importance of the need to consolidate 

international security, the People's Republic of Bulgaria, together with the 

other socialist countries, w:ill spare no effort in the future as well to achieve 

implementation of the provisjons of the Declaration in order to arrive at an 

end to the arms race, the elimination of hotbeds of tension and strict respect 

by all States for the principles and provisions of the United Nations Charter. 

It is that same spirit that ·He are emphasizing the importance of the basic 

provisions of draft resolution A/C.l/34/1.55 by giving it our positive support. 

Mr. FLORIN (German Democratic Republic) (interpretation from Russian): 

Almost ten years ago, the Deelaration on the Strengthening of International 

Security was adopted on the :~nitiative of the Soviet Union. All States supported 

it. That document is one of the significant landmarks on the path towards a 

relaxation of international tensions and the strengthening of international 

security. A review of the inplementation of that Declaration was a justified 
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undertakin8 that has made it possible to compare what has been achieved with 

what is still required, as well as to determine the necessary tasks that lie ahead. 

In this connexion, we must also take into account such important United 

Nations documents as the Declarations adopted at the thirty-second and thirty

third sessions of the General Assembly, the Declaration on the Deepening and 

Consolidation of International Detente (resolution 32/155) and the Declaration on 

the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace (resolution 33/73). In taking 

stock, we should like first of all to refer to the fact that it has been possible to 

prevent a world-wide nuclear war. The groundwork has been laid for further steps 

to prevent and halt the arms race and to bring about disarmament. Peaceful 

coexistence has been recognized as a principle in relations between States. Much 

has been done to give substance to this principle. The number of peoples who have 

liberated themselves from the yoke of colonialism has increased. Following the 

decision to create a New International Economic Order, the liquidation of 

neo-colonialist exploitation has also been placed on the agenda. On the whole, 

relations between States have been improved as far as the peoples are concerned. 

No one expected these developments to proceed without difficulties. At 

present, they are being threatened by a serious countermeasure that consists in 

co-ordinated and intensified acts b:y the forces that are striving to revive the 

cold war and confronting Europe with the question of whether it will continue 

on the course of a sharp escalation of the arms race and an increase in tensions 

and confrontations, or whether relations between the States of our continent 

will be based on the principles of Helsinki. 

The path Europe will follow must, in our opinion, be of the greatest concern 

to the peoples of other regions, because developments in Europe will inevitably 

have either a positive or a negative effect on the full range of international 

relations. The crux of the problem may be boiled down to a material guarantee 

of political detente by means of military detente. Political relations can be 

stable only in so far as it is possible to maintain an approximate balance of 

military forces on the basis of which effective steps can be taken to limit the 

arms race and to bring about disarmament, and also to strengthen confidence. 

This is the purpose of the proposals of the Warsaw Pact countries that are 

contained in the Moscow Declaration adopted in November 1918 and in the Buda-pest 

statement adopted in the spring of this year. This goal is the basis of the 
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peaceful initiative taken l1y the General Secretary of the Central Committee 

of the Soviet Communist Party and President of the Supreme Soviet of the Union 

of Soviet Socialist Republics, Leonid I. Brezhnev, on 6 October of this year in 

Berlin, the capital of the German Democratic Republic, in which he set forth 

the readiness of the USSR to reduce the number of medium-range rockets in its 

western regions, provided that the member States of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) do not deploy additional American medium-range rockets in 

western Europe. This positive and far-reaching proposal for talks should be 

implemented in the near future. So far, no constructive response has come from 

the NATO countries. Instead, in the various foreign offices decisions are being 

feverishly drawn up that w:~ll rob the proposed negotiations of their basis and 

inevitably complicate the process of detente. 

The peoples involved are left in ignorance of the state of affairs and 

its possible consequences. It is a fact that the intention is to add to the 

thousands of nuclear-weapons carriers deployed in the Western European countries 

600 of the most modern AmeJ•ican medium-range rockets. The desire is to alter 

the military balance of forces and to achieve superiority, which could then be 

used for political blackma:~l, and this is not being restricted to the States 

members of the Warsaw Pact. It is another aspect of the long-term programme of 

increasing NATO armament that is now under way. It is well known that this 

programme was adopted at a time when here, in New York, the tenth special 

session of the General Ass1~bly devoted to disarmament, was taking place. The 

purpose it pursues cannot be achieved, but an intensification of the arms race 

would be an additional burden on the peoples, causing an increase in tensions 

and leading to inevitable negative consequences for the over-all desire to 

achieve a limitation of the arms race and disarmament. 
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We should like quite seriously to state that the socialist States will not 

permit a repetition of the events of the year 1941. Thirteen million citizens 

of the German Democratic Republic have signed an urgent appeal that states: 

"We built up our country out of ruins not in order to reduce everything 

to rubble once more. What has been produced by assiduous labour should not 

be again destroyed. We support the peace initiative of Leonid Brezhnev. 

Reason and good will are needed, instead of the arms race and the policy of 

war. We demand the following: that instead of new nuclear missiles in 

western Europe that there be steps towards disarmament; instead of the arms 

race, that there is a continuation of detente11
• 

The strengthening of international security by means of disarmament is a 

global task. This has again become clear in the course of the discussions on the 

relevant items in this Committee. The unanimous approval of the SALT II Treaty 

is of great political significance, and we hope that that Treaty may soon be 

ratified. 

The delegation of the German Democratic Republic welcomes the fact that 

demands for concrete steps towards disarmament, especially in the nuclear sphere, 

have prevailed. The appropriate measures have been defined in resolutions; and 

here we wish once again to invite attention to the necessity of immediately 

resuming consultations and negotiations on nuclear disarmament in all its aspects. 

The question quite relevantly arises~ How is it possible to achieve substantial 

progress towards halting the arms race, as was called for at the tenth special 

session devoted to disarmament, if some nuclear States are still not ready to 

enter into negotiations? Since in order to produce concrete steps towards 

disarmament~ in the first instance it is necessary to have the political will 

of States, the adoption of the declaration on international co-operation for 

disarmament, as proposed by Czechoslovakia, deserves particular attention. 

This declaration is designed to establish a correlation between words and deeds 

so that pronouncements concerning programmes may be converted into concrete 

steps. 

How, for instance, is it possible to achieve practical results if, on the 

one hand, in negotiations priority is given to the prohibition of chemical 

weapons while, on the other hand, the Pentagon is calling for appropriations 
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for the production of new ty]:>es of such weapons? In this connexion, it might be 

worth saying that studies car..not replace political will. We must be watchful 

in regard to attempts to takE advantage of such studies as an excuse to prolong 

political negotiations. 

It is not possible to gt,arantee genuine security for all peoples unless we 

eliminate the festering cor,flicts and prevent the appearance of new ones. 

Controversial questions between States for the most part are complex and tend 

to become exacerbated. Theil• solution on occasion calls for time, but under all 

circumstances it is necessal:'j· to seek peaceful solutions. Interventionist wars 

should be prohibited. They Exacerbate the international situation, they produce 

large numbers of victims and they do not resolve anything. A reliable guide for the 

definitive settlement of international disputes is the United Nations Charter or, 

to put it another way, if an:r attempts are made to bring about a settlement in 

contravention of the United Uations Charter this leads, as a rule, to the 

exacerbation of the problem. The Camp David accords on the Middle East are 

evidence of this. The withd1·awal of Israel from all occupied territories, 

the recognition of the Palestinian people to self-determination, including the 

right to establish its own independent State, and the participation of the Palestine 

Liberation Organization (FLO) in the settlement of the conflict remain the 

premises for the achievement of peace in the Middle East in the truest sense of 

that expression. 

In southern Africa the eonflict continues. Its principal focal point 

namely, the racist regime in South Africa, still survives as a result of the support 

of its overseas friends and allies. 

In London negotiations 1)n Zimbabwe are taking place. Let us not speak 

of the tactics used by the host party, since they revive memories. However, 

we should point out that the gentlemen from Pretoria are brazenly threatening 

aggression in order to achie·re their openly stated expansionist plans. vTe 

do not note any indigna"tion on the part of those ;,rho, in other circumstances) speak 

loudly regarding a peaceful settlement in southern Africa and refuse to 

recognize the right of peopl~s to armed struggle against their oppressors. 

A lasting peace in southern Africa is possible only if the right of people to 

self-determination is system~tically exercised and the way is barred to neo

colonialist manoeuvres. The United Nations should take effective measures against 
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the racist regime in southern Africa. The time for this is certainly ripe. This 

applies also to the prohibition of any activity in the nuclear sphere. 

During his recent visit to friendly Ethiopia, the General Secretary of the 

Central Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and Chairman of the Council 

of State of the German Democratic ~epublic, Erich Honeckcr, stated: 

"Together with the other States of the socialist community, the 

German Democratic Republic emphatically calls for the application of the 

sanctions against RPodesia that were adopted by a decision of the 

United Nations and for effective sanctions by the Security Council against 

South Africa" He firmly condemn any continuing aggressive actions by the 

racist regimes a~ainst the People's Republic of Angola, the People's Republic 

of Mozambique, the Republic of Zambia and other States of that region 

towards \·Thorn we continue to display an unshakable solidarity. 
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In South-East Asia, the hegemonist policy of one of the members of the 

Security Council has led to a serious threat to peace. The people of 

Viet Nam has had to defend itself against the aggression of that Council 

member. The offically declared Great-Power chauvinist policy, namely, 

that of giving neighbouring countries a lesson by means of arms, is not only 

the expression of u~concealed hege~onist aspirations but is also a 

serious threat to all States of that region. After the elimination of the 

Pol Pot regime,which is manipulated from outside, the Kampuchean people has 

begun to heal its deep wounds. No attempt to interfere, carried out 

by reactionary circles wilJ compel free Kanpuchea to place itself aGain 

under the hegemonistic yoke. Kampuchea can rely on the solidarity of its friends. 

The People's Republic of Kampuchea has stated that it is ready to establish 

peaceful relations uith all its neighbouring States. It will definitely 

become a factor of peace in Asia. 

Considerable efforts are being exerted by the coastal States of the 

Indian Ocean to convert it into a zone of peace. It is universally recognized 

that the elimination of military bases is the kernel of this problem. He 

support this initiative because in principle we are 1n favour of the 

dismantling of foreign bases. This, and not in any lesser measure, is 

something which applies to Guantanamo, which is still under occupation in spite 

of the will of the Cuban people. 

The establishment of stable peace in Asia also includes a solution of 

the Korean question. The Cerman Democratic Republic supports the just 

derr.ands of the Democro..tic People 1 s Republic of Korea for a peaceful 

reunification of the countiy and the withdra1-ral of foreign troops from the 

southern part of the countiy, as these are the principal obstacles to 

a peaceful solution of tte Korean question. 

In •rorldng towards a stable international security, we 

must relate practical measures for the solution of international conflicts 

to the expansion of political and international legal instruments for 

peaceful co-existence becE.use the ert1.ergence of nevr trouble spots must be 

prevented. The United Hations Charter is a reliable foundation which should 
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under no circumstances be infringed. Relying upon the Charter~ it 

is necessary to clarify by appropriate rules the rights and duties of States. 

That is why we must ,.,elcome the fact that work on a world treaty on the 

non-use of force has entered the stage of intensive negotiations. The General 

Assembly of the United Nations has adopted other documents which are of 

great significance in view of the expressed will of States contained 

in them. This includes the Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for 

Life in Peace which was adopted on the initiative of the Polish delegation. 

In this connexion, I should like to draw attention in this Committee to 

the growth of Fe.scist and nee-Fascist trends. In this connexion, the f'Iinister 

for Foreicn Affairs of :he German Dereocratic Republic had this to say in the 

general debate of this session of the United Nations General Assembly: 
1"rhose who seek to terrorize public opinion, engage in slander 

campaigns and preach hatred among peoples and races, can easily be 

identified as the most extreme enemies of peace, international understanding 

and human rights. They must be opposed with resolve before peoples 

have to suffer the consequences. Tolerance or even lenience would be 

dangerous. The birth of the United Nations and its mandate are 

inseparably connected with the victory over Fascist barbarity. 

Abhorrence of evils done must include vigilance and determination 

to nip all new attempts in the bud. The activities of nee-Fascist 

forces require an adequately vigorous response by the United Nations". 

(A/34/PV.l6, p.41) 

Our eyes are turned to the future. The socialist States are doing everything 

in their power to deepen and expand the process of detente. Ue welcome 

the resolve of the non-aligned countries, expressed at the Havana Conference, 

to use their growing authority and prestige to promote the cause of international 

security. We value highly the efforts of realistic political personalities 

in the capitalist world to continue the process of disarmament and 

detente. The delegation of the German Democratic Republic is in favour of 

the adoption of the draft resolution on the implementation of the Declaration 

on the Strenr:thenine: of International curity. That draft resolution should 

in concentrated form reflect all the positive elements in the development of 
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international relations ar.<l at the same tii:lP c1ra'\o7 attention to the neeative 

effects and phenomena. Tl:.e Declaration of 1970 provides us with substantive 

criteria for this purpose. 

~'ir. TIJITOCO (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish): t1r. Chairman, 

first of all, as I am speaking for the first tir.1e in this Com.rni ttee allow me 

to coneratulate you on your election as chairrn.an and to express to you our 

appreciation of the sldlft:l and wise uey in which you have dischare;eC. your 

functions. 

Recarcting agenda item 46 ,rhich we are now discussinc, entitled 

nimplementation of the Declaration on the Strengtheninc of International 

Security" my delegation v·ishes to !"'ak.e a brief statement. 

I-/fy deleeation, representing as it does a Government and a people which have 

emerged from a cruel and rloocl.y struggle ar;ainst a dynastic dictatorship vithout 

equal in Jl.merica, is aware· of the sufferings entailed by the horrors of war and 

the insecurity of life anc. property. fllthour;h \ore realized that the war vTaged by 

our people ae:ainst their cppressors had to be fought if w·e were to achieve our 

freeclo:rn, w·e now understanC. and recognize the fact that in international affairs, 

in relations amon~ Statesl the search for peaceful solutions to disputes and for 

practical steps to reduce tension and eliminat~ its causes is the most laudable 

and noble venture open to ~ankind. 
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That is why we Httach particular importance to the Declaration on the 

Strenrthening of International Security, which clearly points out and denounces 

the fundamental causes of tyranny and of the conflicts thRt arise among many 

States. Thus the DeclRrat:ion is a. more specific expression of the very 

purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations. 

We are convinced that international peace and security will be stren~thened 

RS countries show greater respect for the independPnce and sovereignty of 

nations~ irrPspective of their size, ideologies or socio-economic structures, 

as well as for territorial inte,o;rity and for sovereignty over natural resources. 

r.~ore fundamentally) 'tTe are further convincPd that a most important step in the 

consolidation and strPngthening of international peace and security would be the 

achievement of a more just New International Economic Order that would once and 

for all eliminate the onerous disadvantages borne by the developing countries 

in their trade with the industrialized nations, and that would finally put an 

end to the arbitrary decisions and avarice of the developed countries in the 

setting of prices of raw materials imported from the developing nations, and 

eliminate the current fiction of the transfer of technology, since it is nothing 

morP than the transfer of technology that is either outmoded, obsolete or merely 

complemf'nta:ry to the h:i.ehly developed technology that thf' industrialized 

countries keep for themselves, and is not geared to the true pro~ressive and 

positive development of the developing nations or to respect for their 

sovereignty over their immense resources and potential . 

.Another great and undeniable truth is that international peace and 

security will be constantly threatened and impairPd as long as the human 

scourges of colonialism, neo-colonialism and racism in all its manifestations, 

as well as the imperialist practices of the threat or use of force by powerful 

States against the weak, continue to exist· as long as millions of people remain 

under the boot of colonial oppressors and exploiters; as long as peoples 
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dauntlessly strive to achieve their freedom and independence; as long as 

millions of human beings are hE'ld in thP subtle yet insidious clutches of 

nE'o-colonial domination and strive intrepidly to achieve their self-determination 

and socio-economic independence. IndE>ed, as long as the imperialist policies 

of aggression and expansionism Persist and new hotbeds of world tension are 

added to the chronic ones that already exist, we as men will not have advanced 

very much towards the establishment of stable and lasting peace and security. 

ThE>se areas of chronic tension and conflict which are scattered over the 

world at present cause the devPloping countries the loss of enormous amounts 

of material and economic resources and of countless human livf's ~ as is the 

case in South Africa, the ~1iddle East and South-East Asia. It is for this 

reason that we are gratified to note the proposals and plans bejng made in 

Europe for arms limitation, thereby reducing the danger of tension and conflict 

between the ~JATO and \•larsaw Pact countries. 

But we wish to stress )Ur concern over the turn of events in South-East 

Asia. a situation ,.,hich we consider to be of such gravity as to endanger the 

security not only of the region itself but of the entire world. I refer 

specifically to the accusations made at yesterday's meeting by the delegation 

representing the heroic people of Viet Nam, to the effect that China is preparing 

for a new act of criminal a~gression aeainst the territorial integrity of 

Viet Nam and, indeed, against the very independent existence of that State. 

In February this year the whole world was witness to the act of aggression 

launched by 600,000 Chinese troops against 10 provinces of North VietNam, 

carrying out that pogrom on the basis of the nirrefutable legal argument 11 of 

nteach:ing a lesson" to the Vif·tnamese people. As I say, we are concerned 

about that situation in the light of the report that 15 divisions of Chinese 

infantrymen have been stati::med along the northern border of Viet Nam and 

at points cl0se to those borders, backed up a short distance to their rear by 

five other units of the Chinese army. 
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This leads us inevitably to ask ourselves and the world on what basis 

those troops are stationed there. :Coes China fear an invasion by Viet Nam? 

When has Viet Nam ever invaded its pcwPrful neighbour to the north? Or 

should we ask ourselves on the contrary: how many times in history has 

Viet Nam suffered the scourge of hordes from the north penetrating its 

territory and trying to destroy its very existence as a sovereign State? 

In the light of the inevitable conclusions that must be dratm from these 

questions, and of the threat they spell to international peace and security, 

my delegation feels obliged as a moral duty to echo those denunciations. 

Tile cannot remain silent about the threat and the danger hanging over the 

Vietnamese people, which gained independence and sovereignty only after 

decades of heroic sacrifice of material possessions and human life -

a struggle which served as an inspiration to my own people 1n Sandinista 

nicaragua to WH{';e our own struggle for independence. 

Thus we appeal to the United Nations - and in particular to the 

Security Council - to keep close watch over the evolution of the situation 

in South-East Asia and, in keeping with the 1969 Declaration and the 

Charter of the 1Jnitf'd Nations itself, adopt all necessary measures to put 

an end to that conflict. 
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l1r. SOUP.INHO (LPO People's Democratic Republic) (interprPtation 

from French): Since its adoption in 1970 on the initiative of the SoviE"t Union, 

the DeclPration on tht> St r engthening of International Security has given ri se 

every y ear in the First Committee to a debate that has constantly gro>m, which 

attests to the importance attachPd by the pPoples and Governments of the world 

to tht> question of the strengthening of i nternational peace and security , the 

first condition for the development and progress of all nations . 

The delegation of th ~ Lao People's Democratic Republic, whose country has 

for many years suffPred t3e disastrous effects of war, and is today being 

subjected against its 1dl l to political and military pressures from its 

gigantic northern neighbour, must feel some gratification at all the joint 

efforts being made by the international community to ensure a total and 

unconditional ap~lication of the principles contained in the aforementioned 

Declaration, as >TPll as t :lose on which it was based - that is, the principles 

set forth i n the Charter ·)f the United Nations. The First Committee's annual 

debate on this question i:; certai nly one of those efforts to which my delegation , 

in con form.i.ty with the po licy of pea.ce, 1.mderstanding and co-operation of its 

GovernmPnt, could not rem3..i.n indifferP.nt. 

All t1embers of thP United Nations , whPther Founding Ht>mber s or not , have , 

by vi r tue of their member3hip with all attendant rights, an obl igation to 

contribute to the mainten:mce of international pt.•Ace and security, the primary 

role of the Organi za.tion, and to observe scrupulously, in the ir r elations with 

other States, certain pr inciples including those of the sovereign equality of 

States and mutual benefit:~. the settlement of international disputes by peaceful 

means , non-recourse to th·~ threat or use of force acainst the territorial 

integrity or politi.cal in•lependence of any State and non- interference in the 

domestic affairs of Staten . 
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Furthermore, there are certain co:rrlllitments that States.in the realization 

of the purposes of the United Hations are bound to honour, and they consist 

primarily in practising tolerance and living together in peace in a spirit of 

good-neighbourliness. 

Since the Charter entered into force. a number of important instruments 

and Declarations have reaffirmed and reinforced the validity of these principles 

and, consequently, the urgent need for all nations~ or small, to abide by 

them scrupulously and to take concrete and resolute measures to ensure and 

strengthen international peace and security. 

The Declaration on friendly relations among States, the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security, the Declaration on the Preparation of 

Societies for Life in Peace and the draft declaration on international 

co-operation for disarmame::1t, which has recently been adopted in the First Committee 

on the timely initiative of the delegation of Czechoslovakia, are part of the 

series of repeated and unflagging efforts made within the framework of the 

United Nations to safeguard peace, security and international co-operation. 

Accordingly, we should like to take this opportunity to express to the initiators 

and the authors of those Declarations our most profound appreciation and 

assure them that the Lao People's Dera.ocratic Republic will spare no effort 

to contribute to the achievement of the principles and purposes contained 

in them. 

Thanks to the joint efforts of the peace-loving peoples and the non-aligned 

and socialist countries, notably positive changes have taken place in 

international relations, which has made it possible in recent years to lay dmm bases 

for detente and co-operation in many fields between States having different social 

systems, thus strengthening the prospects for peace and security~ an indispensable 

factor for any progress. As proof of this~ I would cite the following: the 

holding of the tenth special session, devoted to disarmament, the signing of 

the Helshlld Final Act establishing the basis for detente and co-operation in 

Europe and the signing of the Vienna Agreement on SALT II. 
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However, like many other countries, the Lao People's Democratic Republic 

is deeply convinced that, for the positive results of those meetings and agreements 

to have decisive influence on developments, they must be quickly brought to bear 

in accordance with the spirit and the considerations that prevailed when they were 

concluded. 

In this context we believe that the decisions adopted by the tenth special 

session of the General Asserrbly must be implemented by a.ll means in order to put 

an end to and reverse the arms race. Among those decisions, the ones touching on 

nuclear weapc.ns, which reprEsent a deadly danger to mankind, should obviously be 

accorded pride of place in c.ur concern. In this connexion my delegation is pleased 

at the positive results achieved in this field in the First Committee during the 

current session and earnestly hopes that, in the interest of strengthening peace 

and of the survival of civilization, those results will not become a dead letter 

as has been the case up to now. 

Similarly, we await with great interest the ratification by the United States 

Congress of the Vienna AgreE~ment on SALT II, making possible progress towards 

the negotiation and the preparation of a SALT III agreement whose scope should be 

considerably widened in order fully to meet the aspirations of all countries. 

In the meantime, we appreciate and welcome the proposal of the Soviet Union, 

made at the highest level b:J' President Leonid Brezhnev on 6 October last in 

Berlin, and aimed at acclerating and deepening the process of irreversible 

detente established in Euro}Je. To that end, the Soviet Union, after consultations 

with its partners of the Warsaw Treaty, has decided unilaterally to reduce the 

number of Soviet troops stro;ioned in Central Europe. Pursuant to that decision, 

20,000 Soviet soldiers, 1,000 tanks and other military equipment will be withdrawn 

from the territory of the Democratic Republic of Germany in the course of the 

next 12 mor..ths. 

That decision attests -~o the unwavering policy of peace of the Soviet Union 

and the other countries of ·;he socialist community and their concern to carry out 

detente not only in words b11t also in deeds. However, it is truly regrettable 

that the other parties to t:1e policy of detente and the strengthening of peace 

and security in Europe, the countries members of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO), instead of adopting the same attitude have deliberately 
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~mcrican nuclear missile lmorn as T'cr 

serlous cc:D.sequences on tlt&.t continent Et::ld 

IiLe s of 

. l 
SSl-L0 

c 

woald 

ir~.c::n.t 

consequences of arr1eci confront<:,tion u_i_ll never tolcro.te thi Lind of nanoeuv:re. 

vrisl1es to state c 

l8 ll1 contradiction with 20 of Declaration or. 

Int erna t iot:al vihicb 

all States the nuc 

and concerted efforts ... for the c ssation and reversal of 

tile nuclear .. , oxns race. 

In , anG. becaus of our corrmitment the full and 

rc ricted icr:t of tne DcclCJ.ration or> of Ir:ternational 

8c curi tv, to call t to tn,mrt this 

,_,rhose consequence fire incalclllablA. 

He also ueen it our duty towards the cause of the of peace and 

TO to the ~tates of ti~ Jorth Ltlantic 

put an end to their tical. ClilG i.al 

racist s of South AF':cica and Southern l\hoclesia, Hhic , in l<cf ia:cc oi' 

t~1e lL'2cisions of the United Lations anct international 1ai·r, st in 

their ion of 'l'erritori 

>Je also to Israel in its of 

oc and Arab territo:ries and 

without of in ?.ll its 

In this ccnnexion vc r:cpprcciat true v<>_lue of 

ti1e initiative of the Soviet Union in J':::'Opo the inclusion of this ion on 

tl"e agenda of the current ses of the General , an initiative th.at ler1 

to the adoption last week by the st Committee ol' an 

text on hegemony submitted by the non·~alit_;ned countries. lie sine 
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all States >rill in their international relations scrupulously observe all the 

principles contained in that document, in the interest of entente and peaceful 

coexistence among all peop:_es. 

In this context, without wishing to engage in polemics with anyone 9 my 

delcgation wishes to draw -~he attention of the Committee to the tense situation 

no-.:,T prevailing in the Indo·;hinese peninsula, particularly in the northern 

frontier zones of my count~y with the People's Republic of China. 

That situation, which flows from the hegemonistic and expansionist great

nation policy of the reactionary ruling circles cf Peking, has been brought to 

the attention of the Secretary-General of the United Nations by our Minister 

for Foreign Affairs ad int c:rim in two letters dated respectively 18 March and 

April 1979, which have been circulated to all Members of our Organization in 

documents A/34/135 and A/34/211. 

In those two letters it is stated, in particular, that the Chinese leaders, 

after their invasion in February of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, massed 

several divisions of their regular armed forces along the Chinese-Lao frontier, 

introduced into Laos spies and subversive agents in increasing numbers in order 

to sovr troubles and disorders, sabotage tranquillity and the peaceful work of the 

multinational Lao people, and collaborated with the imperialists to support 

exiled Lao reactionaries in order to disturb security and public order in the 

country and constantly birder the political line chosen by the Government of 

the Lao People's Democratic Republic. 
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Qp 7 c:md 10 the e authorities t1ric "blatantly 

viol.~"tcr} the incle"rJendence and sove:c~ of I,a.os 

a of b3ttalions of their re forces into our territoryo 

At the same tine, they supported the criminal activities of the Vanspao 

commancio bandits and other e:dlecl Lao reactionaries they hacl re::";rouned in the southern 

Chinese province of Yunnan, 

1\ll these activities were intended to intimidate the Government of the 

Lao People's Democratic Republic and force it to abandon its policy of 

independence and sm, >Ihich the leaders of had termed a policy 

behincl Viet rhm the Soviet Union ·, In this connexion, I should 

like to point out that the Lao People 1 s Democratic Republic has always 

pursued a line of conduct 1Jctsec1 on reason, not passion, In order to carry out 

their sinister designs, those in in China have ~one so far as 

consist of trcdtors 

to our nation, for the purJ.JOse of int our affe.irs . Furthermore o 

t~O-' iP}Jerialists an(~ othc:c ree.ctionary forces, they have 

incited Lao citizens, particularly the city youths and et"l-mic minorities 

t uith Em il"l!r1inent C:1inese ion of o flee abroad, 

Laos. 

All these das·::.ardly acts are committed against a small country of only 3 million 

inhabitc-,nts vhich needs all its active ion to carry out the task of national 

:ceconstr'vction ~.ncl rchabilite.tion :-\fter alrwst 30 years of' devastating warfare, 

fl.t present, while the possibility of a bloody 11 second looms danBerously 

over Vi:::t i'am, the Pelcinr: authorities bave increased their political 

and military pressure Laos inc their s to engage in further 

l of nyc and :n1as s 

concentrating their troops our "borders" 

As can be seen from the declaration dated 6 !1arch 1979 from my 

Government: 
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v:Tlce L2c0 ?eople 1 s Ilenocratic is a fully and 

count:ry. Having finally crushed the 

only to live in IJeace so that it may ·oincl. Ull the wounds 

of vn::,r, 1mil/'. up its cmmtry an(c create B. life of affluence, 

's I 1er,ocrat.ic is a socielist country, e. me:11ber 

of tree mover.ent and of the United .nations. It has at all times 

an and sociElist f::;reic;n policy in the 

interests of the Lao nation and of pea.ce an G. friendship arr:one; it 

e.t all times to its friendlv relations and co-ope!'ation 

;dth neighbouring countries and uith other countri•2s throuc;hout the uorld. 

Lao people ahrays sets sreat store by the firm of the 

of friencUy countries and has never encroached on the interests of 

other countries. 

"!\.s a small country 1rith a population of little more than 3 million, 

L3.os can never be a thre.3.t to China, e:t hue;P country with a population of 

million. I-Imrever, the Lao people, '\·fhich has never to any 

agc;ressor, is detern:ined not to alloH anyone to viol2te its independence", 

sovereic;nty and territor:.al integrity, l·rhich it [':ained by dint of long and 

struggle involving e;reat sacrifice. l'he constant deterioration in 

Lao-Chinese relations is entirely the responsibility of the Chinese 

y 1mnted to s and c'Levelop the 

soliCla.ri tv bet\reen the t;,..-o nations, as it had claimed, it should have proved 

this o)ositive actions. It should stop concei1trating its military forces 

on the Lao frontier and desist immediately from its actions threatening the 

, sovereic;nt;y and territorial inter:rity of Laos, from its 

interference in the domestic affairs of the Lao fs lJemocratic 

from its manoeuvres aimed at dividing the multinational Lao and from 

its machinations against the security and public order of Laos. 
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T'he Government of the Lao People's Democre,tic ?,epublic 2.ppeols to the 

fraternal socialist countries" to the non~ali,c;ned countries ancl. to pe~~.ce--ancl. 

justice-~loving peoples throucr,hout the vmrlcl. to continue to suJ;port and assist 

the Lao people in the tas:t of national defence and natione,l construction. 

It calls on the people of China and the r;enuine Chinese revolutionaries to 

t0ke timely end effective action to suppress the ccr.non c18.nr;er thre8.teninr; 

the peoples of the t-vro countries and to safcguarcl. the immemorial tradition 

of solidarity and friendship betueen the Lao and Chinese nations. 1' 

(A/34/135. pp. 3 and 4) 

'
1''1e 2.l1ove quot£'.tio11 fully rc:flects the :c·ec.lity of tb.e situe.tion 

::Jrc:v.J.i~_ijl_'. i•l my country anc1 also its continuin.~ policy tow·ards 

Clliin. 'I'o:o:ether vi th the other countries of the rec;ion, 1re 

resolutely follmr a policy of peace, indepenclence, friendship and non-alir:nment. 

'I'hat nolicy is in conformity vrith my countr~r s c;eo--political situation 

:l.ts i r..'edi ··ce anC: low~ ter:-:1 interests and also m.eets the de en aspirations of 

tJ.1e Lc•.o •·Jeo:n1e cmc'. of the peoples of South-East !'tsia. Fe sincerely hope that 

1-re shall develop relations of friendship and co-operation vith the countries 

of South-East Asia in orc'cer to vrork together to make that region a zone of 

peace, i;1ciependence, neutrality, stability and prosr1eri ty. In the· Leantime, 

•rc -"re •1leo.sec'. uiti1 our fruitful relations of o:ood- neiphbourliness 

-vrith the Kinc;dom of Thailand and ue shall do everythinc; ue can to rml<;:e the common 

frontier of' our tvo cOUlTGries 2. frontier of peace and J.astine; friendship, 

He are also maintaininr; 2, rolicy of per'.c<2 c.nd ~ood neir;hoour1iness uith the 

He are happy 1v-ith our relFttions of militant solidarity, friendship and 

fraternal co-operation uith the Socialist Republic of Viet Fe.m and the People 1 s 

Republic of I<:ampuchea, vrhich are 1Jeing constantly strengthened and develonc:d each 

day. He resolutely support the strugc;le of the fratern2.l people of Viet .LTnm 

to preserve t~~eir inde:r:enclence > sovereic;nty and territorial intec;rity. as vrel1 as 

tl-leir efforts to :resolve pec,cefully the disrJute that e:xists bet1·reen ·viet Ham 

c-mcl China, resulting from the expansionist and hegemonist policy of the leaders 

in Peking. He strongly condemn any a(Sgression committee) against the Socialist 

Le_public of Viet Earn. Fe also vigorously conderm 2.11 cynical atter:pts 
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to in the domestic affairs of the fraternal people of Kampuchea, 

particularly those aimed at breathinc; ne'lv life into the political corpse of the 

nurc1erous Pol Pot Sary clique we resolutely support the efforts of the 

Revolutionary People 1 s Cour.cil of Kampuchea, vrhich is the sole legitimate 

ancl legal representative of the people of Kampuchea, both in domestic 

anC:. international affairs , 

\'le are steac1ily Cl.evelcpinG good relations 1v-ith the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics and other fraterr.al socialist countries. \'Te are actively co-operating 

vdth them in their efforts to strengthen international peace and security. 

Ue support the struggle of the Korean people for the and independent 

unification of Korea and WE call for the total and unconditional vrithdra1v-al 

of foreign troops from the southern part of Korea. 

In conclusion~ I shou~_d like to restate the corrmitment of my country • 

the Lao ; s Der'ocratic Republic, to the principles and purposes of the 

United Nations Charter and to those principles contained in the many 

declarations adopted by ou:r Organization dealing vrith the safeguarding of 

international peace and security and the promotion of co-operation and 

coexistence among all peoples. 
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u;r. ~lESF_/'u"{RAFA ( :Cgypt) ( interDretation from Arabic): If 'ire exe,Eline 

the evolution of internatiomtl relations durinc the 1970s 1re observe the.t there 

Hre tivo essential cho.,racteristics of that perioc~ uhich affect on the one heud 

the process cf the unleashinc of conflicts <'mel on the other the process of the 

concentr8.tion of efforts to deal vith the probleLl of ente betueen the tuo 

~rhicll cannot be disrec;arded ln our calculations since it has 

e.ffected and continues to affect many re::ions of the vorlo. 

1Jetente on a bilateral basis is governed by vh~et rd be called the 

balanced. Pcristencc: anG. the p:red.o;,1inance of interests) as Hell as t!1e transition 

of a strate['J of mutual deterrence to a means of influence applied by both sides. 

'1his represents a step tmrards the 

the search for comr:lon action in 

of conflict in their relations ancl. 

fie fields, takinr; into account such 

opportunities as may arise in the case of sudden outbreaks of conflict. 

The secane~ characteristic of t"1e 1970s is the action te1:::en at the 

international level to pror::.ote international detente and peaceful co-operation 

despite cl.ifferent :c;olitical, social and econorJic Such international 

efforts cleri ve froP a profound sense of responsibility concerninr; the need to 

concentrate efforts to face foreseeable and to put &'1 encl. to hec;enonism 

and the ro.ce for milital'"IJ and nuclear superiority and to reaffirm the principles 

of non-interference in the domestic affairs of States, the solution of 

by peaceful r1eans, the non-use of force in international relations, the 

eliwine.tion of the last hotbeds of colonialism, racism and tension ond the 

settler'ent of dis:rmtes peacefully end on :::. just and equitable basis, vrhile 

c1evoting special attention to loc::cl, recional and international devc:lopment 

before regional and international conflicts exhaust the economic resources of 

the •vorld and in ne,rticular those of the countries of the third 1.;rorld. 

He do not deny that the +,wo super-Povrers have no choice in the nuclear 

ap;e but to rr;aintain their relations on the basis of peaceful competition. Eut 

the fact thfl.t the tvro poles of detente possess the capac for the destruction 

of mankind compels us, the najority of rr:ankind, to insist on our right to defenG. 

our survival and to der.:and thnt ve l'e recor:nizec1 in the role of partners in the 

elaboration of interne,tional policy so that bilateral detente muy beco:ne 

international a.etente, vi th everything that that 

econonic, n;ilitar;r and social levels. 

on the lJOli tical , 
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.en ~-·-n c'ctcil of bi l .. 3.tc:rcl :i_t is to i·a~ .. e 

t 'Jossi1.::le to filJ the a::s that we note in intc·national :c·elutions so that w·e 

our ;:;tratE' >·ri th the 

l'J the of' t2chnoloCY so tha-c our ·1wrld lL''Y be ruleC: 

o.nt ··;atters that have to be r;ettL::d \·riedn the 

c:1te ::.s ·;h;::; neer~. to an enc' to selectivity recardin;: cletente 

c:tnd to in the relatio:cs arc:.on1; States~ uhich i:· the case o n:any States 

3-I:OUlTGf' +.o tJ1e exn·tion of Jlressure, the thre2.t of interfel"ence in 

t of nev overt or 

covert J.ns. 

;relcm1c:s the exe.nim::tion for t~1e first tiNe at this sc.'ssion 

of the ion of l'olicy of arc-' on the road, because 

thccE is no '; + LllRv- u•: shall thus succeed in rc that vill 

put ::>n en'~- to the J::Olicy of cl; encounasses poli ticc.l, economic, 

rci.:e inequality of ·'eh,_tio:'s and the lack of for sorr.e of the 

·1rovisim's o'i' the Chc;rte:· hc,ve lc( to tbe e~~ercisc of and indirect 

OVET the [;ta",~CS OC the third \·rorlc1, Sll1CC :oorr;ally is not "(lractis cd 

tlwse 11it:1 liui ted 

I~ or:e~ to nut 2n enC to the of hec,er,1ony ir: international relHtions 

it is necess~r:/ th0.t uc 10ll adhere "co t~1e princ of the Ch['rter and in 

--~n!'ticular t}_,_ose to ::;overr~i ir 

iP.te l1on-:i.nterTerence in the ctor:estic affe.irs of otl1ers, the solu:~ion of 

o·c· hotbeds of colonislisr:l 8nc!. 

rscis~''• It is J.lso nece:;sp.ry to the richt of neo~les to 

.:u::c~ to cJwos the:.r c, tical ancl so ,,ri thout 

forei~:T1 illterfe:r·e:."lce 1r1mtscever. 

slnce ·the ulor:tion of the ::Jeclar::t on the 

oi Internationsl Security. rlhis not only reaffirBecl the ~:rill of 

·le':ber Gtates to be:'!e~"':i.t i'r011 the ste.bilitJr the frar .. D.:orL of the nevr 

io'!<'l rele.tions, but constitute( a of for i Cl.ti ves ir:. 
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ell the fields relatinr, to the strcnc;thenin:-- of j_-.,ternc.tional peace and 

security, and the nromotion of co-operation a.D1on,n, 0tates. 

The conclusion of a trc~a.ty on the non-use of force in in.terna.tional 

relations Hould contribute effectively to the strenc:tber'inr·: of >rorld peace a.nc-;. 

security. Such a treaty 1-rould, in our vieH, be a reaffirmation of the 

provisions of the Charter, and in particular, of Article 2 (3) to (5) cmd 

Chapters VI and VII. 

The principle of the non-use of force ln international relations must c;o 

hand in hand 1·1i th the cor:uni tment to respect the Drinci~lles of equality awonc 

States, their territorial intecri ty and non-interference in their domestic affairs, 

and in no •.ray excludes the ri13ht of peoples to strur:cle for the exercise of their 

richt to self-determination and independence or to support national liberation 

movements strufc:linr; ac;ainst racist rec;irres and for the solution of political 

problems, in :cmrticular the problems of Palestine, the riiddle East, Z,imbabwe, 

L'Tami bi a and southern Africa. 
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The Egyptian delegation supports the Romanian delegation's initiative at 

the present session aimed at achieving a settlement of disputes by peaceful 

means. That initiative i~ consistent with Egypt's policy of solving problems 

in a practical and realistic way, based on justice. While it takes courage to 

decide on war, it takes eYen more courage to decide on peace. Peace puts an 

end to the squandering of material, human and natural resources, and to all 

foreign interference, and allows resources to be devoted fully to development. 

The third world has no choice other than to act immediately to resolve 

its local and regional dinputes. As international disputes are settled, the 

third world becomes the v:~ctim of a selective approach. It must become aware 

of this before its development plans are totally paralysed ;as economic and 

political problems pile u:). In fact, we need a pause during which to recover 

our strength and to revise our calculations. 

As a country bordering on the Mediterranean, Egypt attaches particular 

importance to stability i:1 Europe and its repercussions on the neighbouring 

regions. There is a clos,= relationship between security in Europe and security 

in the Mediterranean. Th2 events and crises which occurred during the 1970s 

revealed the close relatiJnship between mutual interests, on the one hand and, 

on the other, the urgent ~eed to strengthen stability in the region and, in 

particular, to provide a lasting and just solution to the problems of the 

Middle East and Palestine. 

My delegation pays a tribute to the Government of Halt a for its initiative 

in proposing a preparatory conference to be held in Malta, with the 

participation of the littoral States of the Mediterranean, prior to the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe, which is to take place in Madrid in 

1980. We hope that all the parties concerned will become increasingly convinced 

that they must help to sclve economic, political and soc problems and to 

promote co-operation amorg themselves. Accordingly, Egypt seeking to make the 

Red Sea an area of peace and to promote co-operation for the benefit of the 

peoples of the region. ~'hese sincere attempts by Eypt follow the international 

community's efforts to convert the Indian Ocean into a zone of peace. The 

security of the Red Sea E.rea supplements that of the Indian Ocean and the 
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Jl:lediterranean. It is also the vital strategic link in the chain connecting the 

three continents of Europe, Asia and Africa. 

The Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs said that the Red Sea must remain 

an oasis of peace. At a seminar held in Cairo, he restated the basic principles 

which, in 's view represent the broad framework for converting the Red Sea 

into an oasis of peace: 

, the Red Sea must remain a sea lane in which shipping is safeguarded in 

accordance with international law and the interests of the littoral countries. 

Secondly, a formula for common action and co-operation among littoral States 

has to be elaborated in order to guarantee the security of the area. This could 

certainly be achieved through a just and early settlement of the conflict in 

the Middle East, based on respect for the legitimate rights of all the parties 

concerned. 

Thirdly, the Red Sea must be kept out of great-Power rivalry, shows of strength 

and of armed force. No foreign military base should be placed there, which means 

in effect that the Red Sea must be governed by the principles and rules of 

non-alignment, the more so since all the littoral countries profess and practise 

non-alignment. 

Fourthly, the Red Sea should become a nuclear-weapon-free zone of peace, thus 

complementing the aims stated in the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone 

of Peace. 

Fifthly, the five permanent members of the Security Council and the major 

maritime Powers must respect the agreed arrangements ensuring that the Red Sea 

remains a zone of peace. 

Sixthly, scientific, technical and regional working committees should be 

set up to work in co-operation with the international specialized agencies to 

study aspects of the campaign against pollution and concerning the exploitation 

of natural resources for development. 

Our experience of international relations has yielded negative and at times 

bitter results. It is not a matter of elaborating principles or making additional 

statements, but of implementing those principles. The United Nations Charter, 

and the Declarations adopted thus far on the strengthening of international 

security offer an adequate context in which to place international relations 
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during the next phase. What is still lacking, however, is the formula or 

machinery for following up statements of intent with their specific and 

realistic implementation. This is a responsibility and a task incumbent upon 

the Non-iUigned Movement. The non-aligned countries must synthetize their 

views into a formula consiBtent with those of the other Powers in order to make 

it practicable. Otherwise, we should find ourselves in a vicious circle while 

the other forces were reorganizing their positions and their relations, far from 

the United Nations and far from the third world. 

Egypt, which helped to ;'ound the United Nations and to strengthen its role, 

<fill make every effort to help strengthen international peace and security, and 

will work towards achievem('nt of a better concept of international relations. 

The CHAIRMAN: I should like to announce the following additional 

sponsors of draft resolutions: Burundi, A/C .1/34/L. 54; Angola, Burundi, Congo 

and Qatar, A/C.l/34/L. ; and Senegal, A/C.l/34/L. 

~'he meeting rose at 1.10 p.m. 




